
Abstract. Work on nonequilibrium flicker-noise (1/f c noise or
NEFN) in conducting films of various materials and in thin-film
contacts is reviewed. Experimental methods for studying non-
equilibrium flicker fluctuations by separating NEFN from the
total noise are suggested. Published results on NEFN in metal
and alloy films, Ni/Cr-film and TaxNy-film resistors, and con-
tacts are systematized. It is shown that various kinds of NEFN
occur in conducting films. Depending on test conditions, exter-
nal influences, and the film microstructure, both stationary and
non-stationary NEFNs are observed. The use of 1/f c noise
measurements for nondestructively controlling the quality of
thin-film conductors is substantiated. For most of the passive
IC components (thin-film conductors, resistive layers, con-
tacts), NEFN makes a much more informative quality indica-
tor than equilibrium flicker-noise.

1. Introduction

Electrical fluctuations with 1=f g spectra (g is an exponent
specifying the shape of the spectrum) have been studied in
physical systems since the publication of the first works of
Johnson and Schottky [1, 2]. A large number of original
papers and reviews concerning 1=f g noise in solids (e.g., metal
and resistive films) have been published during the last three
or four decades [3 ± 10]. This kind of noise is also referred to as
excess noise, flicker noise (FN), or 1=f noise.

The latest publications on 1=f noise are reviewed in
Ref. [11], the authors of which consider alternative models
of 1=f noise and present data obtained by wavelet analysis of
time series of noise signals.

At present, certain researchers believe flicker fluctuations
in solids to be thermodynamically equilibrated even though
thermodynamic equilibrium is known to be an abstract
notion, there being no strictly equilibrated systems in
nature. 1=f g fluctuations in homogeneous materials (metal
and resistive layers, semiconductors, etc.) are associated with
conduction (resistance) fluctuations that occur even in the
absence of an electric current through the sample. The passing
current only makes apparent fluctuations in the current-
independent part of the sample's resistance. For this reason,
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the term `current noise', used in some publications [6] to
denote equilibrium flicker noise, appears somewhat illogical.

The equilibrium nature of resistance fluctuations was
confirmed by Voss and Clarke [10] by direct measurement of
thermal noise fluctuations in InSb and island niobium films in
the absence of current flowing through the sample. These
fluctuations had a 1=f spectrum and were observed when a
direct, sinusoidal, or pulse current passed through the sample.
The spectrum of 1=f noise was the same regardless of the
measurement methods. These data indicate that neither direct
nor alternating current induced 1=f noise in the above
experiments; rather, it was due to equilibrium fluctuations
of the sample's resistance. We will call such fluctuations
equilibrium flicker noise (EFN) or equilibrium 1=f noise.
For this type of fluctuations, power spectral density (PSD)
shows quadratic-in-current dependence, and the exponent g
is, as a rule, close to unity.

In conducting films, EFN coexists with noise having the
spectrum of the form 1=f g that arises directly from the
passage of current through the sample [3] or from other
external impacts (radiation, deformation, etc.). In what
follows, this type of noise will be referred to as none-
quilibrium flicker noise (NEFN) or nonequilibrium 1=f g

noise. Dependence of its PSD on the current can be
considerably different from the quadratic, while the expo-
nent g deviates from unity and often takes the value of g5 2.

In the general case, EFN and NEFN co-exist. Usually,
measurements at a direct current yield total FN. Relative
contributions of EFN and NEFN to the overall flicker-noise
power differ depending on measuring conditions (current
strength, temperature), microstructure, and other properties
of the sample (grain size, presence of heterogeneous inclu-
sions, mechanical stress, etc.).

Despite a large number of publications on 1=f noise in
conducting films, there are still questions awaiting unequi-
vocal answers. Sometimes, such questions arise from the fact
that studies of 1=f noise usually measure total PSD of
equilibrium and nonequilibrium flicker noise which makes it
difficult to analyse the results obtained. At a low current
density, NEFN is frequently masked by equilibrium flicker
noise, although NEFN may prevail at a high current density.
This probably explains why nonequilibrium 1=f g noise in
conducting films is still so poorly known. At the same time, in
many cases, only NEFN carries information about defects
and damages in the crystal lattice of metals and semiconduc-
tors and serves as an informative characteristic of the quality
of various materials and reliability of semiconductor devices
and integrated microcircuits (IMCs). It is NEFN that is used
to forecast electromigration (EM) stability of thin-film
conductors [12 ± 14].

Over the last few years, new properties of NEFN in
conducting films and contacts have been reported, which
calls for the analysis and systematization of the currently
available data. This review is the first attempt to summarize
and analyse theoretical and experimental information on
NEFN in metal and alloy films, film resistors, and contacts
for working out general concepts of the physical mechanisms
underlying NEFN in these systems.

2. Concise information
on equilibrium flicker noise (EFN)

Many experimental findings indicate that EFN in metal films
stems from fluctuations of current carrier mobility. Mechan-

isms giving rise to equilibrium 1=f noise in metals vary. One
consists of fluctuations in the mobility of carriers scattered by
the lattice [15 ± 17] or vacancies [18], another of generation-
annihilation of quasi-equilibrium vacancies in the film sample
[8]. Fluctuations in the number of quasi-equilibrium vacan-
cies in a metal film in their turn lead to fluctuations of current
carrier mobility.

2.1 EFN model related to fluctuations in the mobility
of current carriers scattered by phonons
In 1969, Hooge and Hoppenbrouwers proposed to describe
1=f noise in metal films by an empirical formula for the
relative PSD of voltage V (or resistance R) fluctuations [15],
which has the form

S� f � � SV� f �
V 2

� SR� f �
R2

� aH
N0 f

Hzÿ1 ; �2:1�

where aH is the Hooge constant, aH � 2� 10ÿ3, andN0 is the
number of charge carriers in the sample estimated from the
carrier concentration nc and effective sample volume Veff,

N0 � ncVeff : �2:2�

Structurally homogeneous metal films with a low con-
centration of stable andmobile defects have the 1=f noise level
defined by the Hooge formula (2.1) at aH � 2� 10ÿ3.

According to the generally accepted hypothesis, 1=f noise
described by the Hooge formula (2.1) arises as a result of
fluctuations in the mobility of charge carriers scattered by
phonons. That 1=f noise is induced by fluctuations of a part of
the lattice mobility mb is confirmed by experiments showing a
decrease in the 1=f noise level in semiconductors with a
decreasing contribution of carrier scattering by phonons to
the overall resistance of the sample. Such a decrease was
achieved in experiments by introducing additional stable
impurities into the semiconducting sample [16]. The 1=f
noise level observed in such samples was possible to calculate
from formula (2.1) if constant aH was substituted by the
Hooge parameter a defined as [16, 17]

a � aH

�
m
mb

�2

; �2:3�

where m is the resultant mobility taking into account carrier
scattering by the lattice and the defects. Each scattering
mechanism by itself determines current carrier mobility: a)
lattice mobility mb; b) mobility mdef associated with scattering
by defects. If the two mechanisms act simultaneously, the
following expression holds for the resultant mobility m:

1

m
� 1

mb
� 1

mdef
: �2:4�

This is the Mattissen rule. According to the major
assumption of the mobility fluctuation model, only that part
of mobility which is due to the scattering by the lattice
(phonons) undergoes fluctuations. Hence,

dm �
�

m
mb

�2

dmb ; �2:4a�

giving rise to expression (2.3) for the parameter a [17]. In this
case, the Hooge constant in (2.1) aH � ab � 2� 10ÿ3 is
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related to the lattice scattering mechanism. For the PSD of
fluctuations in lattice Sb and resultant Sm mobilities, the
following equation can be written [17]:

SR

R2
� Sm

m2
� a

f N0
;

Sb

m2b
� aH

f N0
: �2:5�

The Hooge parameter a for many semiconducting
materials and metals was experimentally found to lie in the
range of 10ÿ8 < a < 10ÿ1 [8, 16].

It is supposed that 1=f noise in lattice scattering originates
from fluctuations in the scattering cross section of acoustic
phonons. Experiments by Musha and co-workers on light
scattering from acoustic phonons in quartz have shown that
scattered light intensity fluctuates with a 1=f-like spectrum
[19]. It is supposed that the number of acoustic phonons per
mode fluctuates near its mean value with the 1=f spectrum.
However, there is still no model giving an analytical
expression for the phonon noise with such a spectrum.

2.2 Vacancy model of EFN
The vacancy mechanism of equilibrium 1=f noise, the
physical model of which was developed in [8], implies
fluctuations of film conduction due to fluctuations in the
number of quasi-equilibrium vacancies that require a rela-
tively small energy to form and migrate. Generation of these
fluctuations is unrelated to the passage of current through the
sample.

Thin metal films have an inhomogeneous structure with a
variety of vacancy sources (sinks) non-uniformly distributed
throughout the bulk. In sinks, vacancies may be created or
annihilated. The internal energy of vacancy formation varies
from one source to another because an atom gives rise to
vacancies by breaking a different number of bonds depending
on its position (at the boundary of a grain, dislocation, or
step, at the pore surface, etc.) [20].

The crystalline structure of a real metal film is not in
thermodynamic equilibrium, and its free energy is enhanced
by numerous defects present in the film. Being sources and
sinks of vacancies, these defects change their position upon
emitting or absorbing vacancies, i.e., dislocations can move
and pores grow. The concentration of microdefects in the film
is reduced by annealing. After annealing, at lower tempera-
tures the defects may be fixed, i.e., they move very slowly or
do notmove at all. In such a situation, each source has its own
quasi-equilibrium concentration of vacancies [20]. Neither
emission nor absorption of vacancies by a source leads to a
change in the film's free energy. In this sense, the film remains
in a quasi-equilibrium (or locally equilibrium) state and the
flicker noise stemming from vacancy number fluctuations
may be regarded as quasi-stationary and quasi-equilibrium.

Upon a change of external conditions (temperature,
current, mechanical stress, etc.), a film may undergo transi-
tion to a nonequilibrium state and give rise to nonequilibrium
1=f fluctuations. This type of non-equilibrium 1=f noise is
considered in Section 7.

At thermodynamic equilibrium, the vacancy creation and
annihilation rates are identical, and the average vacancy
concentration remains constant in time. The vacancy lifetime
tv in a film depends on the distance Lv between the sinks and
is defined by the relation [20]

tv � L 2
v

p2Dv
; �2:6�

where Dv is the vacancy diffusion coefficient.

A set of time constants tv is related to the activation
energy distribution for vacancy diffusion coefficient Dv [20,
21] and to the distribution of distances Lv between vacancy
sinks which are random variables in the film volume. The
randomness of vacancy diffusion activation energy stems
from a variety of structural imperfections. Owing to the
nonuniform distribution of sinks over the bulk of real metal
films, they have a large set of relaxation times associated with
the vacancy creation and annihilationmechanism responsible
for the 1=f noise over a wide frequency range, from a
minimum frequency fl to a maximum one fh [8, 22].

It is assumed that generation of a 1=f noise takes place via
the creation of vacancies due to the internal energy of the
crystal following statistical laws. The process involves defects
with a large set of activation energies which makes it possible
to explain the 1=f-like spectrum in a wide frequency range as a
superposition of many random relaxation processes [23, 24].
Review [8] presents experimental data for a Mo film
suggesting a broad range of activation energies under
formation of the 1=f noise energy spectrum, from a minimum
frequency fl � 4� 10ÿ9 Hz to a maximum one fh � 1010 Hz.
Also, the review offers a physical substantiation of the
presence in metal films of a wide range of activation energies
for the processes of creation-annihilation of quasi-equili-
brium vacancies and the existence of a large set of relaxation
times that accounts for 1=f noise in a broad frequency band.
In Refs [8, 22], the known method for the summation of
relaxation processes with different time constants [23, 24] was
employed to analyse the vacancy mechanism of 1=f noise in
metal films. An expression was obtained for the PSD of 1=f
noise over a frequency range from fl to fh as a result of the
superposition of many relaxation processes connected with
the creation and annihilation of quasi-equilibrium vacancies:

SV0
� KU 2

0Dn
2
v0

f
� KU 2

0 nv0
Na f

V2 Hzÿ1 ; �2:7�

where K is a constant for the film sample being tested and
nv0 � Nv0=Na is the atomic concentration of quasi-equili-
brium vacancies at temperature T. Here, Nv0 and Na are the
numbers of quasi-equilibrium vacancies and atoms in the
sample, respectively.

It is assumed in the derivation of formula (2.7) that the
mean square of fluctuations in the number of quasi-equili-
brium vacancies in the sample (fluctuation dispersion) is
equal to their mean number Nv0 [23, 24]:

�DNv0�2 � Nv0 :

The dispersion of fluctuations in the atomic concentration of
quasi-equilibrium vacancies is then

Dn2v0 �
nv0
Na

:

Because, according to Ohm's law, the voltage drop in a
film sample is

U0 � RI0 ;

where R is the sample resistance and I0 is direct current,
expression (2.7) can be written as

Sv0 � K1I
2
0 Dn

2
v0

f
V2 Hzÿ1 : �2:7a�
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Here, K1 is a constant for the film sample being tested:
K1 � KR2.

It is known that the atomic concentration of quasi-
equilibrium vacancies nv0 in (2.7) and (2.7a) is defined as [21]

nv0 � Av exp

�
ÿ Ev

kT

�
; �2:8�

where Av is the entropy factor [21], which, for films, may be
significantly greater than unity [8]; Ev is the activation energy
of vacancy formation; k is the Boltzmann constant; and T is
the absolute temperature.

The validity of the vacancy model of 1=f noise was
confirmed in numerous experiments designed to evaluate the
effects of various factors (film aging and annealing) on the 1=f
noise level and the dependence of 1=f noise PSD on internal
mechanical stress, temperature, film microstructure, etc. [8].
An important argument in favor of the vacancymechanism of
1=f noise in metal films is the relationship between the 1=f
noise level and the cubic nonlinearity of CVC found
experimentally and confirmed by computation [25, 26]. The
mechanism of electron scattering by quasi-equilibrium
vacancies produces both cubic nonlinearity of CVC and
equilibrium 1=f noise. These experimental results have been
discussed at length in Ref. [8].

2.3 Temperature dependence of EFN
The component of EFN associated with scattering by
phonons shows a weak temperature dependence [15]. In this
case, the temperature dependence of 1=f noise PSD is largely
determined by a weak temperature dependence of lattice
mobility mb of the current carriers in (2.3).

At the same time, the dependence of the EFN PSD caused
by the creation and annihilation of quasi-equilibrium
vacancies [in agreement with (2.7a) and (2.8)] displays
activation temperature dependence with the activation
energy Ev typical for the process of vacancy formation at
grain boundaries, micropores, and other defects of crystal
lattice. Many experiments have demonstrated that the
minimal activation energy Ev corresponds to the work
necessary to break one or two bonds in the crystal lattice of
a metal.

3. General information about nonequilibrium
flicker noise (NEFN)

3.1. Current-voltage characteristic of a film sample
The resistance of any real two-terminal network can be
represented in the form

R�I0; t� � R0�t� �N�I0; t� ; �3:1�
where R0�t� and N�I0; t� are components of the total
resistance not dependent on direct current I0 and dependent
on it, respectively. Time t dependence reflects the fluctuation
process.

The current-dependent part of resistance of a two-
terminal network N�I0; t� can be approximated in different
ways. When the current I0 � 0, the term N�I0; t� � 0. If the
resistance R�I0; t� is approximated as a power series [27, 28]
with the number of terms k� 1, then

R�I0; t� � R0�t� �
Xk
n�1

Rn�t� I n0 ; �3:2�

where Rn are coefficients to the nth power of the current
(n � 0, 1, 2, . . ., k).

The second item in (3.2) is the part of resistance R
depending on the current I0. Different terms of (3.2) are due
to different mechanisms of transfer and scattering of current
carriers. Such mechanisms may be scattering by phonons and
mobile defects (vacancies), which contributes to the cubic
nonlinearity of the current-voltage characteristic (CVC) [8],
and overbarrier and tunnel emission in discontinuous films
[29, 30].

Because higher-than-zero coefficients in series (3.2)
(n � 1, 2, 3, . . .) contribute to the resistance of a two-terminal
network (hence, to its fluctuations) only at current I0 > 0,
fluctuations of these coefficientsmay be regarded as related to
nonequilibrium fluctuations of film conduction caused by the
passage of current through the sample. Fluctuations of
coefficient R0�t� give equilibrium 1=f noise.

In case of approximation by a power function, resistance
of the conducting sample is represented in the form [31]

R�I0; t� � R0�t�
�
1� Z�t� I bÿ10

�
; �3:3�

where Z�t� is the CVC nonlinearity parameter and b is the
exponent specifying the shape of CVC nonlinearity.

In certain cases (e.g., for commercial quality control of
electronic devices and IMC), approximation by power
function (3.3) may be preferable to approximation by power
series (3.2) [31].

At the same time, the CVC of a resistanceR contains both
linear (i.e., Ohm's law) and nonlinear parts, regardless
whether R is approximated by (3.2) or (3.3), and can be
described by the expression

V �I; t� � R�I; t� I � R0�t� I�N�I; t� I ; �3:4�

where V is the voltage drop and I is the current through the
sample containing, in the general case, both direct and
alternating components.

The first term in (3.4) gives Ohm's law while the term
N�I; t� I defines the CVC nonlinearity level depending on all
nonlinear terms, in agreement with the chosen approximation
(3.2) or (3.3), and expressed in Ohms. The level of CVC
nonlinearity can also be expressed in relative units:

KN � N�I �
R0

; �3:4a�

where KN is the dimensionless CVC nonlinearity coefficient
and N�I � and R0 are CVC coefficients averaged over time.
The condition of lowCVC nonlinearity may be represented in
the form [31]

N�I �5R0 �3:5�

or, for the dimensionless nonlinearity coefficientKN (3.4a), in
the form

KN � N�I �
R0

5 1 : �3:5a�

It is worth mentioning that CVC nonlinearity coefficients
introduced earlier by Kirbi [32] and in Ref. [8] are defined by
the ratio of the amplitude U3 or U2 of the third or second
harmonic, respectively, to the amplitude U1 of the funda-
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mental frequency signal (in the case of harmonic influence on
the sample) and characterize cubic (or quadratic) CVC
nonlinearity. Unlike those coefficients, nonlinear coeffi-
cients N�I � and KN � N�I �=R0 introduced by relations (3.4)
and (3.4a) in the present paper describe the total CVC
nonlinearity level resulting from the contribution of all its
nonlinear terms.

3.2 Dependence of nonequilibrium flicker noise PSD
on the current
In the absence of a correlation between current-dependent
and current-independent parts of resistance R in (3.1),
spectral density (SD) of voltage V flicker fluctuations on a
two-terminal network SV� f � at a given direct current I0
through it is defined, in the general case, by the expression

SV�I0; f � � SRL� f �I 20 � SRN�I0; f �I 20 ; �3:6�

where SRL� f � and SRN�I0, f ) are SDs of fluctuations of the
current-dependent and independent parts of resistance R,
respectively.

The first and second terms in expression (3.6) for spectral
density of voltage V fluctuations on a two-terminal network
are determined by equilibrium (linear) and nonequilibrium
(nonlinear) fluctuations of resistance, respectively.

In measuring 1=f noise PSD of a two-terminal network at
a given current I0, both components of PSD in (3.6) are
measured simultaneously, which precludes the assessment of
individual contribution of each CVC component to the 1=f
noise level and the separation of NEFN from the total flicker-
noise power SV�I0; f �. At a small current I0, the none-
quilibrium 1=f noise is in many cases masked by the
equilibrium one (for high-quality metal films, this usually
occurs at current density j0 4 106 A cmÿ2).

For an element with weak nonlinearity, such as a metal
film, the terms of the power series in (3.2) rapidly decrease
with number n, and expression

R0 4Rn �n � 1; 2; 3; . . .�

is correct for typical working currents (here, R0 and Rn are
coefficients R0�t� and Rn�t� averaged over time). In cases of
great practical importance, this condition permits us to keep
only three terms in expansion (3.2). Then, expression

V�t� � R0�t� I0 � R1�t� I 20 � R2�t� I 30 �3:7�

holds for CVC. In this case, voltage V fluctuations on a film
sample through which direct current I0 flows are defined in
the following way:

DV�t� � DR0�t� I0 � DR1�t� I 20 � DR2�t� I 30 ; �3:8�

where DV�t� � V�t� ÿ V (V is the time-averaged voltage drop
on a film sample) and DRn�t� � Rn�t� ÿ Rn (n � 0, 1, 2).

In the absence of a correlation between coefficients R0�t�,
R1�t�, andR2�t� in (3.7), noise PSD at a given direct current I0
is expressed as

SV�I0; f � � SR0
� f � I 20 � SR1

� f � I 40 � SR2
� f � I 60 ; �3:9�

where SR0
,SR1

, and SR2
are SDs of fluctuations of coefficients

R0, R1, and R2 in expansion (3.2) and expression (3.7) for
CVC.

When there is a correlation between fluctuations of
coefficients Rn�t�, the dependence SV�I0; f � additionally
contains terms with the third and fifth powers of the current.
For example, correlation between coefficients DR0�t� and
DR1�t� in (3.7) leads to the appearance in expression (3.9) for
noise PSD of a term showing cubic current dependence in the
form

SV�I0� / DR0�t�DR1�t� I 30
(the bar indicates averaging over time). The cubic dependence
of noise PSD on the current in Al films was observed by Neri
[14] for electromigration noise.

Thus, nonequilibrium conduction fluctuations result in
the deviation of the current dependence of 1=f noise PSD on
the quadratic one, which is especially noticeable at high
currents. Only EFN defined by the first term in expression
(3.9) is observed at small currents.

4. Methods of experimental studies
of nonequilibrium flicker fluctuations
in conducting films and contacts

Two known measuring techniques can be used to separate
NEFN from the total FN power. Both are based on the
excitation of a test film sample by signals of different form [27,
31, 33, 34]. The two methods are analysed below.

4.1 Voltage spectrum of the signal-response in a film
sample under harmonic test influence
Given a flow of sinusoidal current I1 sin�o1t� with amplitude
I1 and frequency f1 (angular frequency o1 � 2p f1) through a
nonlinear film sample, voltage U�t� spectrum shows signal-
response harmonics. For the voltage U�t� �
R�I1; t�I1 sin�o1t�, taking into account (3.2), it is possible to
write [27]

U�t� � U0�t� �
Xk
n�1

Un�t� sin�no1t� ; �4:1�

where U0�t� is the voltage of the constant component (zeroth
harmonic), Un�t� is the voltage amplitude of the nth
harmonic, and U0�t� and Un�t� are random functions of
time due to fluctuations of coefficients Rn�t� in (3.2).

For a weakly nonlinear sample, such as a metal film or
film contacts, it is sufficient to consider three first terms in
expansion (4.1). In this case, amplitudes of harmonics Ð
zeroth (constant constituent) U0, second U2, and third U3 Ð
are defined through coefficients of series (3.2) by the
following expressions [27]:

U0�t� � 0:5R1�t� I 21 ; �4:2�

U2�t� � 0:5R1�t� I 21 ; �4:3�

U3�t� � 0:25R2�t� I 31 : �4:4�
For the fundamental frequency voltage, the following
relation holds:

U1�t� � R0�t� I1 � 0:75R2�t� I 31 � R0�t� I1 : �4:5�

The term with coefficient R2 makes an insignificant
contribution to amplitude U1. The so-called 1=D f noise of
the sample as a random modulation of the sinusoidal test
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signal studied in Refs [35 ± 38] arises from fluctuations of the
linear part of resistance R0�t� and is associated with
equilibrium conduction fluctuations. At the same time,
fluctuations of coefficients R1 and R2 (quadratic and cubic
terms of CVC) lead to noise-induced modulation of the
zeroth, second, and third harmonics of the signal-response
and produceNEFN. It follows fromEqns (4.2) ± (4.4) that the
zeroth and second harmonics are due to quadratic nonlinear-
ity of CVC and proportional to I 21 while the third harmonic is
due to cubic nonlinearity of CVC and proportional to I 31 .

4.2 Method for measuring amplitude fluctuation spectra of
signal-response harmonics in a sample under harmonic test
influence
Methods of experimental studies of sinusoidal signal ampli-
tude fluctuations are described at length in monograph [39].
Investigations into NEFN usually include measurements of
spectral density of amplitude fluctuations of the third, U3�t�,
second, U2�t�, or zeroth (constant component) U0�t� harmo-
nics [27, 33].

The harmonic amplitude fluctuation spectrum is mea-
sured after detection of the second or the third harmonic
signals. It is worth noting that prior to the detection, the signal
spectrum for each harmonic is discrete with a symmetric base
near the line due to fluctuations of its amplitude [39]. After the
detection of a signal undergoing amplitude fluctuations
(random amplitude modulation), 1=f g noise has a contin-
uous spectrum concentrated near the zero frequency [39].

Here is a brief description of a device formeasuring energy
spectra of sinusoidal signal amplitude fluctuations [39] and
amplitude fluctuation spectra of signal-response harmonics
that was used to study NEFN in molybdenum films [27, 33].

The measuring device consists of the following units.
(1) Generator of sinusoidal signals with a very small

harmonic content (below Ð 150 dB) from which the first
harmonic voltage (fundamental frequency) is transmitted
onto the film sample being tested. Higher harmonics in the
test signal are usually suppressed with the help of a low-pass
filter placed between the standard generator and the test
sample. In Refs [27, 33], the test signal frequency is chosen to
be f1 � 10 kHz.

(2) Selective amplifier designed to separate the signal of
fundamental frequency f1 for studying 1=Df noise [35 ± 38].

(3) Highly sensitive selective amplifiers to separate and
amplify the signal-response of the second (2f1) and the third
(3f1) harmonics in NEFN studies (or an amplifier of constant
component voltage in the study of the zeroth harmonic
fluctuations) [33] arising from the CVC nonlinearity of the
sample. In order to suppress the first harmonic in the signal-
response spectrum of the sample, high-pass filters are inserted
at the inputs of the amplifiers for the second and the third
harmonics.

(4) Amplitude detector to register signals of fundamental
frequency f1 and signal-responses of the second and third
harmonics. The latter are modulated in amplitude by none-
quilibrium flicker noise.

(5) Low-pass filters (LPFs) placed after the detector
effectively suppressing signals with frequencies f1, 2f1, and
3f1, i.e., letting through only low (compared with f1, 2f1, and
3f1) frequencies. Due to this, there are no output oscillating
signals from the LPFs.

(6) Highly sensitive low-frequency amplifier placed after
the LPF from which the NEFN being tested is fed into a
spectrum analyzer or processed by a computer.

The results of measurements of amplitude fluctuation SD
for the zeroth, second, and third harmonics SUn

� f � (n � 0, 2,
3) may be used to derive the SD of coefficients R1�t�, R2�t�,
andR3�t� fluctuations in expansion (3.2) for film resistance in
accordance with (4.2) ± (4.4). The SD of harmonic amplitude
fluctuations being known, it is possible to calculate the SD of
the magnitude of noise amplitude modulation of signal-
response harmonics m0� f �, m2� f �, and m3� f � using the
formula [39]

mn� f � � SUn
� f �

U 2
n K

2
det

� SRn
� f �

R2
n

�n � 0; 2; 3� ; �4:6�

where Un is the amplitude of the nth harmonic and Kdet is the
transfer coefficient of the detector.

Spectral densities of fluctuations SRn
� f � for coefficients

Rn�t� can be computed using expressions (4.2) ± (4.4).

4.3 Method for measuring voltage fluctuations
of the constant component of the sample's signal-response
under pulse test influence
This method consists of exciting a test sample with nonlinear
CVC by a train of rectangular pulses of a current having a
constant amplitude and zero mean value. The detection of the
pulses results in constant component voltage (CCV) UC on
the sample.

The structural scheme of a simplest measuring device for
determining the CCV and the spectral density of its fluctua-
tions is presented in Fig. 1 [31]. Sample R is excited by a test
signal in the form of focused current pulses (bipolar current
pulses) generated on the sample when pulses from the
generator (1) are transmitted through a separating capacitor
with capacity C. Constant component voltage UC arising
from the detection of current pulses on sample R with
nonlinear CVC is separated by the low-pass filter (2) and
measured by the voltmeter (3); its amplitude fluctuations are
measured by the spectrum analyzer (4) and processed by a
computer [31, 40]. (Note that the voltage UC � 0 when the
resistance R is constant and independent of the current.) In
this way, NEFN of sampleR (see Fig. 1) is separated from the
total 1=f noise power.

It appears appropriate to represent here some relations
derived in [31, 40] to substantiate the method for measuring
nonlinear CVC parameters and nonequilibrium flicker noise
under the pulse test influence.

In order to avoid overheating the sample by Joule heating
at large pulse currents, the pulse duty cycle Q is chosen from
the condition

Q � T

tp
4 2 ; �4:7�

1 2

3

4

C
UC

R

Figure 1. Diagram of a setup for measuring the constant component

voltageUC and the spectral density of its fluctuations [31]: R is the sample

being tested, 1 is the generator of current pulses, 2 is a low-pass filter, 3 is a

voltmeter, 4 is a spectrum analyzer
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where T is the pulse period and tp is the length of current
pulses.

A noninertial approximation is considered, the condition
of which implies the absence of the CCV UC dependence on
the pulse period with an amplitude Ip.

Calculations made in [31, 40] indicate that, under
constraints (3.5) and (4.7), the CVC nonlinearity level in
expression (3.4) is proportional to the constant voltage
component UC�Ip; t�, so that

N�I; t�I � Q3

�Qÿ 2��Qÿ 1� UC�Ip; t� : �4:8�

At Q � 12, as recommended in [31, 40] for practical
applications, expression (4.8) gives for the nonlinear part of
CVC in (3.4)

N�I; t� I � 12UC�Ip; t� : �4:8a�

In this case, the PSD of nonlinear flicker noise SVN� f � is
related to the SD of CCV fluctuations SC� f � by expression

SVN� f � �
�

Q3

�Qÿ 2��Qÿ 1�
�2
SC� f � : �4:9�

Based on (4.8) and (4.9), it is possible to determine the
CVC nonlinearity level and compute the nonequilibrium
component of flicker-noise PSD.

5. Results of investigations into nonequilibrium
flicker noise in conducting films

In what follows, we analyse results of published experi-
mental studies on NEFN in metal and alloy films with
different physical mechanisms for its generation. The
analysis indicates that for certain types of NEFN, g5 2,
although for other NEFN the exponent g is close to unity.

5.1 Nonequilibrium flicker noise in metal
and alloy films due to the generation of excess vacancies
At sufficiently high current densities across metal and alloy
film samples, the current dependence of noise PSD deviates
from the quadratic law even if the change of film resistance
caused by Joule heating is excluded. This can be accounted for
by the appearance of NEFN associated with film resistance
fluctuations due to fluctuations in the number of excess
vacancies generated by its current heating. This NEFN is a
stationary or quasi-stationary noise.

5.1.1 Theoretical analysis. The contribution of vacancies to
film resistivity rv is defined as [41]

rv � A1nv�t� � A1Nv�t�
Na

; �5:1�

where A1 is a constant depending on the metal (for
aluminium, A1 � 220 mO cm, see [41]).

When the equilibrium 1=f noise has a vacancy nature,
expression (2.7a) holds for noise PSD. As the current through
the sample grows, the film temperature increases; this leads to
a rise in the number of vacancies in accordance with (2.8). It
may be supposed that nonequilibrium noise will prevail over
equilibrium noise when the number of vacancies additionally
generated due to film overheating exceeds their equilibrium

number observed at room temperature. Refs [28, 42] report
estimates of the current at which concentrations of excess
vacancies produced in a metal film by Joule heating become
equal to their equilibrium concentrations. These results are
presented below.

A rise in film temperature T by DT relative to room
temperature T0 is defined through time-averaged electrical
resistance R of the sample averaged over time and thermal
resistance RT by the relation [43]

DT � Tÿ T0 � RTRI
2
0 : �5:2�

The vacancy concentration in the sample is then

nv � Av exp

�
ÿ Ev

k�T0 � DT�
�
: �5:3�

At DT5T0, (5.3) gives

nv � nv0 exp

�
EvDT
kT 2

0

�
; �5:4�

where nv0 is the quasi-equilibrium vacancy concentration at
room temperature:

nv0 � Av exp

�
ÿ Ev

kT0

�
: �5:5�

After the expansion of the exponent in expression (5.4) in
the Taylor series, and taking into account that
EvDT=�kT 2

0 �5 1 and substituting into it DT from expression
(5.2), it is easy to obtain an expression for vacancy concentra-
tion in the film under current heating [28]

nv � nv0

�
1� 2BI 20 �

B2I 40
2
� . . .

�
; �5:6�

where B � EvRRT=�kT 2
0 � is a constant coefficient.

In [28], an expression for the dispersion of fluctuations of
atomic vacancy concentration during current heating of a
film sample was obtained on the assumption that the mean-
square of fluctuations of the vacancy number (fluctuation
dispersion) �DNv�2 � Nv, i.e., equals their mean number Nv

[21], taking into consideration that, in this case, the dispersion
of atomic concentration fluctuations of quasi-equilibrium
vacancies Dn2v0 � nv0=Na. Using only the first three terms of
expansion (5.6), it is found that

Dn2v �
�
nv0
Na

�ÿ
1� 2BI 20 � 2B2I 40

�
: �5:7�

Expressions (2.7a) and (5.7) define 1=f noise PSD SV� f � at a
given current I0 so that

SV � KI 20

�
nv0
Na

�
1� 2BI 20 � 2B2I 40

f
: �5:8�

The first term in (5.8) K1I
2
0 �nv0=Na� is related to fluctua-

tions in the number of equilibrium vacancies in the sample
and gives the usual quadratic current dependence of noise
PSD characteristic of equilibrium flicker noise. Other terms in
(5.8) define NEFN. The second one gives the dependence
SV � I 40 . At current I0 � �2B�ÿ0:5, the concentration of
additionally generated vacancies in the film due to Joule
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heating becomes roughly equal to their equilibrium concen-
tration. At current I0 > �2B�ÿ0:5, the second term in (5.8) is
larger than the first one and NEFN exceeds EFN.

5.1.2 Some experimental results. Figure 2 shows dependences
of 1=f noise PSD on direct current for a chromium film of
thickness h � 160 nm and width b � 0:37 mm, having an
enhanced concentration of vacancies [28]. The vacancy
mechanism of 1=f noise in such films was confirmed by the
activation dependence of noise PSD on temperature with an
activation energy Ev � 0:6 eV (at a frequency of 35 Hz). The
level of the observed 1=f noise was four-five orders of
magnitude higher than that given by expression (2.1) (the
concentration of carriers for the computation in [28] was
taken to be nc � 1:7� 1022 cmÿ3).

The dependences presented in Fig. 2 obey the SV � I n law
with a variable exponent n. As shown by the analysis,
exponent n at current density j < 3� 103 A cmÿ2 is close to
n � 2:0 and at j > 104 A cmÿ2 is as large as n � 4:0. At small
currents, EFN appears due to fluctuations in the number of
quasi-equilibrium vacancies in the sample. As the current
grows, film temperature rises, which leads to an increase in the
number of vacancies in conformity with expression (5.4).
When the number of additionally generated vacancies
exceeds their equilibrium number (corresponding to room
temperature) due to film overheating, NEFN prevails over
EFN.

In Ref. [28], the current Im � �2B�ÿ0:5 is estimated at
which the concentration of additionally generated excess
vacancies in chromium films is equal to an equilibrium one.
At the adopted numerical values for the sample being tested,
Ev � 0:6 eV, RRT � 4� 105 O K Wÿ1, T � 300 K, current
Im � 4 mA, and jm � 7� 103 A cmÿ2, in agreement with the
current strength at which the slope of experimental curves in
Fig. 2 changes.

Current dependences of 1=f noise similar to those for
chromium films in Fig. 2 were found for thin-layer films of

Ni/Cr alloy with resistance 500 ± 4000 O [13] and for Al/Cu
films (20% Cu by weight) deposited upon oxidized silicon
substrates by thermal evaporation in a vacuum (film sample
length l � 1:3 mm, width b � 20 mm, thickness h � 300 nm)
[44]. In the latter work, the current dependence of 1=f noise
PSD was close to quadratic at the current density
j0 4 2:1� 106 A cmÿ2 and roughly obeyed the / j 40 law at
density j0 � �2:1ÿ3:2� � 106 A cmÿ2. Exponent g specifying
the shape of the spectrum varied in the range
g � 1:07ÿ 1:22��0:05�.

Figure 3 illustrates the current dependence of 1=f noise
PSD for Ni/Cr films [13]. 1=f noise PSD shows power
dependence on the current, such that SV / I n0 , with exponent
n � 2 at I0 < 1:75 mA and n � 3:5ÿ4:5 at higher currents.
Exponent g for these films at T � 300 K in the range of
current I0 � 0:5 ± 3 mA equals 1.3 and remains constant.

For Ni/Cr films at higher currents, Ref. [13] reports
activation dependences of 1=f noise PSD on temperature
represented by straight lines in the Arrhenius coordinates
(Fig. 4). This finding confirms the activation mechanism of
1=f noise in the tested films. Activation energies observed in
the experiment are Ea � 0:34 eV for current I0 � 3 mA and
Ea � 0:31 eV for current I0 � 2 mA.
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Figure 2. Current dependences of 1=f noise PSD for a chromium film

160 nm thick and 0.37 mm wide [28]: curve 1 Ð f � 2 Hz; curve 2 Ð
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The above data on 1=f noise in Cr, Ni/Cr, and Al/Cu films
give evidence of the manifestation of the NEFN vacancy
mechanism at a high current density attributable to the
generation of excess vacancies by Joule heating of the
sample. The PSD of NEFN shows activation temperature
dependence whereas current dependence of noise PSD in the
form of SV / j 40 is related to the contribution of the term 2BI 20
in expression (5.8) at high currents. Exponent g for this type of
NEFN is close to unity: g � 1ÿ1:3 [13, 28, 44].

5.1.3 NEFN induced by local heating of the film. Metal films
with an inhomogeneous crystalline structure or nonuniform
distribution of defects and admixtures accounting for their
nonuniform surface resistivity undergo nonequilibrium con-
duction fluctuations under the effect of local overheating due
to the appearance of high current density areas. Heating such
areas above a certain temperature results in the intense
generation of mobile lattice defects (largely vacancies)
responsible for the production of NEFN at high current
densities ( j0 > 106 A cmÿ2) and for the current dependence
of noise PSD in the form SV / I 40 , in accordance with
expression (5.8).

Such an NEFN mechanism was observed in metal films
experiencing electromigration (EM) damage [28]. Figure 5
shows dependences of relative SD of resistance fluctuations in
anAl/Cr film on the squared direct current density: curve 1Ð
for an EM-damaged film sample, curve 2 Ð for a freshly
manufactured undamaged sample. It follows from Fig. 5 that
the relative SD of resistance fluctuations for the intact sample
remained practically unaltered with increasing currents
j0 < 2 MA cmÿ2. It means that 1=f noise PSD was SV / I 20 .
Undamaged films were characterized by a low 1=f noise level
with the Hooge parameter a � 8� 10ÿ3 computed by using
expression (2.5) based on the adopted carrier concentration
nc � 1:8� 1023 cmÿ3 [28]. In intact films of Al/Cu alloy at the
current density j0 < 2:2� 106 A cmÿ2, NEFN could be
observed neither at room (T � 297 K) nor at a much higher
(T � 523 K) temperature [28]. At the same time, the relative
SD of resistance fluctuations for a damaged sample at
currents j0 > 1 MA cmÿ2 varied with the current as I 20
(curve 1 in Fig. 5). Hence, noise PSD was SV / I 40 . In other
words, the EM-damaged film gave rise toNEFN as a result of
the generation of excess vacancies induced by local over-
heating.

Metal filmswith a high concentration of stable defects and
a low level ofmobile ones at a small current density exhibit 1=f
noise, the magnitude of which is significantly lower than
predicted by the Hooge formula (2.1). This can be attributed
to a decrease of parameter a in (2.3) related to the lowered
resultant mobility m in (2.4) due to the presence of stable
defects. Such 1=f noise was observed in chromium films [45].
In these experiments, films were deposited upon oxidized
silicon substrates by the thermal evaporation technique in an
atmosphere of nitrogen. Due to the high nitrogen impurity
level, film resistivity rf was significantly higher than that of
bulk chromium r0, so that rf � 10r0.

Figure 6 shows the dependence of 1=f noise PSD for such
films on the direct current density squared (curve 1) and the
results of calculations by the Hooge formula (2.1) on the
assumption that aH � 10ÿ3 (curve 2). The 1=f noise at the
current density j0 4 5� 105 A cmÿ2 does not exceed thermal
noise and is about two orders of magnitude lower than
defined by formula (2.1), in agreement with (2.3) at an almost
10-fold decrease of the resulting mobility m in (2.4) caused by
additional scattering of electrons from stable defects.

However, as current density grows up to
j0 > 5� 105 A cmÿ2, the 1=f noise level begins to increase
(Fig. 6, curve 1) due to the development of nonequilibrium
conduction fluctuations under the effect of local film over-
heating caused by the nonuniform distribution of stable
defects. This leads to a deviation of the current dependence
of 1=f noise PSD from quadratic at j0 5 1 MA cmÿ2 and to a
current-dependent change of 1=f noise PSD according to a
power law so that SV / j n0 , where the exponent n increases
with the current up to n � 4 and continues to grow thereafter
(Fig. 6, curve 1).

The appearance of NEFN due to local film overheating
was confirmed in an experiment [45] designed to examine the
effects of temperature on 1=f noise PSD inCr films heated in a
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Figure 5. Plot of relative SD of resistance fluctuations in an Al/Cr film vs.
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thermostat or subjected to current heating (in the latter case,
the sample temperature was obtained from the calibration
curve in which resistance was plotted against temperature).
The temperature dependence of 1=f noise PSD for a film
heated in the thermostat proved to be identical to that of a
current-heated film. However, current heating resulted in a
shift of the current dependence of 1=f noise PSD to the left by
approximately 50 K suggesting that the noise started to
increase at a lower temperature. This finding confirms that
Cr films contain domains of nonuniformly distributed stable
defects responsible for nonuniform conductivity, hence for
nonuniform current density that underlies local film over-
heating and the resulting nonequilibrium flicker noise.

5.2 Electromigration 1/f 2 noise
This type of NEFN is reported to occur in films of Al and its
alloys at elevated temperatures and high current loads [12 ±
14, 46 ± 57]. As the current load increases, exponent g reaches
the value of 1 ± 2 and even higher. For example, exponent g for
Al and Al/Si films was found to be g �2 ± 2.6 at the current
density j0 ��1:3ÿ2:5�� 106 A cmÿ2 and temperature
T � 320 ± 410 K [54]. A component of NEFN with a 1=f 2

noise spectrum is frequently referred to as electromigration
(EM) 1=f 2 noise.

EM 1=f 2 noise at a direct current can be discovered by
measuring noise PSD at frequencies below 1 Hz (usually in
the range from 10 mHz to 1 Hz) because at higher frequencies
it is masked by equilibrium 1=f noise for which g � 1. In films
of Al and its alloys, an NEFN component arises as a result of
atomic migration along grain boundaries or across the crystal
lattice [12 ± 14].

Each component of equilibrium 1=f noise and none-
quilibrium EM noise is produced by a different physical
mechanism. The equilibrium 1=f noise in metal films (both
annealed and unaffected by external impacts, e.g., deforma-
tion) results from fluctuations in the mobility of charge
carriers scattered by the lattice or by quasi-equilibrium
vacancies. This NEFN component is stationary 1=f noise.
At the same time, EM 1=f 2 noise is due to electrical mass
transfer of the metal film material toward different sinks in
the bulk (lattice diffusion) or along grain boundaries (GB
diffusion). These processes give rise to irreversible changes in
the film [58, 59]. This NEFN has a nonstationary nature.

At the same time, measurements of 1=f noise PSD
at sinusoidal current (1=D f noise) [60] in alloy films of
Al/Si(1%)/Cu(0.5%) sized 2� 100 � 0:8 mm3 invariably
yielded g values in the range from 0.85 to 1.15. This can be
accounted for by the absence of electromigration of metal
atoms in the sinusoidal electric field [58].

5.2.1 Temperature dependence. At a given current density j0,
electromigration 1=f 2 noise PSD increases with temperature.
Figure 7 depicts results of a study on SV� f � dependence of
EM 1=f 2 noise PSD at different temperatures for alloy films
of Al/Si(1%) [14]. Curve BN representing the background
noise of the measuring system was obtained by the substitu-
tion of a noiseless resistor for the film sample [12]. Figure 7
shows that the spectrum shape exponent g increases with
increasing temperature. Figure 8 illustrates the temperature
dependence of EM 1=f 2 noise PSD [14] for two frequencies
f0 � 50 mHz and f0 � 1 Hz. Also shown are g values for a
frequency of 1 Hz deduced from the slope of dependences
SV� f � plotted in logarithmic coordinates for the frequency
range 0.5 ± 1 Hz and g values for a frequency of 50 mHz

obtained from the analogous dependences for the frequency
range 40 ± 400 mHz. It follows from these results that at 1 Hz
1=f 2 noise fails to manifest itself over the entire temperature
range, whereas at 50 mHz and T4 450 K it is masked by the
noise with a 1=f g-like spectrum and g � 0:9 ± 1.1. The
intensity of EM processes increases with increasing tempera-
ture, which results in a stronger EM noise. At 525 K,
exponent g equals 2 (see Fig. 8).

5.2.2 Current dependence. At current densities
j0 > 106ÿ107 A cmÿ2, the current dependence of 1=f noise
PSD significantly deviates from quadratic, and 1=f 2 noise
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PSD isSV / j n, where exponent n takes values 3, 4, and even 7
[61]. The deviation of the current dependence of EM noise
PSD from the quadratic law suggests that this noise
component results from nonequilibrium fluctuations of film
conduction and is linked with fluctuations of coefficients Rn

in the expansion (3.2) at nonlinear CVC terms from (3.4).
Conversely, at a low current density j0 4 106 A cmÿ2, Al films
exhibit EEN with the usual quadratic dependence of PSD on
the current [22, 44, 62].

Refs [12, 14, 49, 56] report dependences of 1=f 2 noise PSD
on direct current density j0 at different temperatures in the
form

SV� f � � Bj 30
T f 2

exp

�
ÿ Ea

kT

�
; �5:9�

where B is constant and Ea is EM activation energy equal to
the activation energy of the self-diffusion of metal atoms.

Dependences SV� f � on current density j0 at different
temperatures are shown in Fig. 9 [14]. As mentioned in
Section 3.2, such current dependences can arise when there
is a correlation between coefficients R0�t� and R1�t� in
expression (3.2), but the physical mechanism of such correla-
tion remains to be elucidated.

At the same time, Ref. [13] documented a SV / j 4:3-like
dependence at T � 300 ± 500 K and current density
j0 � �1ÿ3� � 106 A cmÿ2 for alloy films of Al/Si/Ti(0.15%)
with dimensions l�1:2 mm (length), b � 2:8 mm (width), and
h � 1 mm (thickness). Temperature dependences of 1=f noise
PSD for these films had an activation nature with the
activation energy Ea � 0:59 eV at the current density
j � 3� 106 A cmÿ2. Mean g was found to be 2.3, suggesting
irreversible film damage [13].

5.2.3 1/f 2 noise in polycrystalline élms. Results of certain
studies indicate that the EM component of 1=f 2 noise in
polycrystalline metal films results from atomic diffusion
along grain boundaries [12, 14, 50]. This inference was
confirmed by experiments in which activation energy Ea

determined from the temperature dependence of 1=f 2 noise
PSD was shown to correspond to the activation energy of
diffusion along grain boundaries. For Al films, Neri et al. [12]
found the activation energy over the temperature range
T � 327 ± 396 K to be 0.6 eV. In [52], the activation energy
for alloy films of Al/Si(0.75%)/Cu(0.5%) with h �0:8 mm
and b �1:8 mm fell in the range of Ea � 0:58ÿ0:77 eV.

The correspondence between activation energies of 1=f 2

noise PSD obtained in these experiments and diffusion along
grain boundaries was confirmed by Koch [63] who demon-
strated that 1=f 2 noise activation energy in films of Al and its
alloys increased in parallel with the rise in the activation
energy of diffusion with a growing content of impurities.
Because at a low concentration of impurities (1% at.) they are
largely segregated at the grain boundaries, the activation
energy of self-diffusion along the boundaries increases by
the amount of atom-vacancy binding energy [20]. Under these
conditions, impurities do not appreciably influence the bulk
properties of crystallites.

5.2.4 1/f 2 noise in monocrystalline élms
In submicron metallic conductors having a monocrystalline
or bamboo structure with the mean grain size much greater
than the film width, mass transfer along grain boundaries is
absent [58, 59]. Such conductors are characterized by a large
activation energy Ea found from the temperature dependence
of 1=f 2 noise PSD compared with the activation energy of
diffusion along grain boundaries determined in the previous
section for polycrystalline films. For example, temperature
dependence of 1=f 2 noise PSD for Al films with a mono-
crystalline or bamboo structure (grain size d � 3 mm,
h � 0:3 ± 0.45 mm, b � 0:6 ± 0.9 mm, and l � 400 mm) gave
Ea � 0:8 eV [64]. Such a value was accounted for by the
activation energy of diffusion along dislocations. The activa-
tion energy of self-diffusion along dislocations in Al films
measured in [65, 66] was 0.85 eV, i.e., close to that obtained in
[64]. Typical measures of current density found in [64] were
j � 4� 106 A cmÿ2.

Submicron Al/Si(1%) conductors (h�0:9 mm, b�0:9 mm,
l � 1 mm) used as connections in IMC have a bamboo
structure and a mean grain size bigger than the film width,
with grain boundaries perpendicular to the current flow.
Their activation energy found from the temperature depen-
dence of 1=f 2 noise PSD was 1.45 eV [14]. This value
corresponds to the activation energy of self-diffusion across
the crystal lattice in bulk aluminium [20, 21]. This finding can
be accounted for by the absence of mass transfer along grain
boundaries in films with a bamboo structure [58, 59]. There-
fore, the 1=f 2 noise observed in the above experiments should
be ascribed to atomic lattice diffusion.

Figure 10 illustrates the temperature dependence of
parameter F � SV in the Arrhenius coordinates at the
current density j � 3:4 MA cmÿ2 [14]. Parameter F is defined
through EM 1=f 2 noise PSD as

F � SR
kT

r j
;

where

SR � Sv

I 20
� C

f 2

r j
kT

exp

�
ÿ Ea

kT

�
:

Here, C is a constant depending on the film structure and
sample geometry, and r is the resistivity of the film material.
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Figure 9. Plots of 1=f 2 noise PSD vs. current density for an Al/Si(1%) film

at three different temperatures [14].
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Activation energyEa � 1:45 eVwas derived from the slope of
the straight line in Fig. 10.

5.2.5 On the formation of the 1/f 2 spectrum. The lifetime of
vacancies in a film tv depends on the distance between sinks
Lv and is defined by relation (2.6). In a film sample having a
homogeneous structure, vacancy sinks are uniformly distrib-
uted throughout the bulk. This accounts for the small
dispersion of the vacancies' diffusion length Lv and constant
probability of annihilation of individual vacancies in any time
interval. In this case, fluctuations in film resistance will have
the Debye ±Lorentz spectrum with a characteristic frequency
f1 defined through the mean vacancy lifetime tv as
f1 � 1=�2ptv� [8].

Estimates of vacancy diffusion length Lv in [14] indicate
that it lies in the range from 20 to 200 nm. Characteristic
frequency f1 in the Lorentz spectrum for these two extremeLv

values at T � 350 K can be determined using formula (2.6)
and, assuming for lattice diffusion that Dv � 10ÿ24 m2 sÿ1

[20, 21]:
for Lv1 � 20 nm,

tv1 � 4� 107 s; f1 � 4� 10ÿ9 Hz;

for Lv2 � 200 nm,

tv1 � 4� 109 s; f1 � 4� 10ÿ11 Hz :

These estimates indicate that characteristic frequency f1 in the
Lorentz spectrum lies significantly lower than frequencies
starting from which EM noise was examined in [14] (from a
few milliherz). It appears that the 1=f 2 spectrum of EM noise
observed by certain authors is attributable to the appearance
of noise with a very low Lorentz spectrum inflection
frequency in EM processes.

5.3 NEFN due to heterogeneous inclusions
This type of NEFN was observed in molybdenum films
deposited onto oxidized silicon by magnetron sputtering [27,

33, 42] at a relatively low condensation rate, facilitating the
formation of thin oxide interlayers at grain boundaries [30].

5.3.1 Test samples and experimental technique. Amplitude
fluctuations of zeroth, second, and third harmonics were
studied in Mo films of thickness h � 247 nm and
h � 560 nm deposited at condensation rates wc � 1 nm sÿ1

(type 1 samples) and wc � 2:4 nm sÿ1 (type 2 samples),
respectively. All films had a width of 40 mm. For type 1
films, resistivity was rf � 34 mO cm and temperature coeffi-
cient of resistance af � 0:55 � 10ÿ3 Kÿ1; for type 2 films,
rf � 11 mO cm and af � 2:6� 10ÿ3 Kÿ1.

SDs of amplitude fluctuations of signal-response harmo-
nics in response to sinusoidal test influence were measured as
described in Section 4.2. The test signal frequency was
f1 � 10 kHz. SDs of amplitude fluctuations of zeroth,
second, and third harmonics of the signal-response were
measured over a frequency range from 10 Hz to 1 kHz.
Moreover, 1=f noise PSD was measured at a given direct
current through the sample. NEFN, induced by generation of
excess vacancies due to Joule heating (see Section 5.1), was
excluded by choosing direct and alternating current density
below 104 A cmÿ2.

5.3.2 Results of the study. Films deposited at a lower
condensation rate (wc � 1 nm sÿ1) had an elevated content
of reactive-gas admixtures (in the first place, oxygen) and, as a
result, enhanced levels of 1=f noise and CVC nonlinearity
defined by relation (3.4) as compared with films deposited at
2.4 nm sÿ1. Amplitudes of the second and third harmonics
measured at the fundamental frequency current
I1 � 0:45 mA for type 1 samples were roughly two and four
orders of magnitude larger than those for type 2 samples,
respectively. In molybdenum films deposited at 2.4 nm sÿ1,
the level of amplitude fluctuations of the second and third
harmonics, i.e., the NEFN level, at the current density
j < 0:5� 104 A cmÿ2 turned out to be lower than the
background noise of the measuring unit and could not be
measured in [27]. In contrast, type 1 samples deposited at a
low condensation rate (wc � 1 nm sÿ1) exhibited high NEFN
levels [27, 33].

Figure 11 shows frequency dependences of relative 1=f
noise PSD for type 1 Mo films [33, 34]. Curve 1 obtained at a
direct current I0 � 0:45 mA corresponds to the total flicker-
noise power, i.e., summarized PSD of EFN and NEFN in
accordance with expressions (3.6) and (3.9). Curves 2, 3, and 4
for samples subjected to a sinusoidal current with an
amplitude I1 � 0:45 mA represent amplitude fluctuation
SDs of zeroth, second, and third harmonics defined by
expressions (4.2), (4.3), and (4.4), respectively, i.e., spectral
NEFN densities of the film samples.

It can be seen from Fig. 11 that voltage fluctuation SD of
the zeroth harmonic coincides, within the limits of measuring
error, with amplitude fluctuation SD of the second harmonic,
in agreement with expressions (4.2) and (4.3) according to
which fluctuations U0�t� and U2�t� are both given by
coefficient R1�t� in expansion (3.2).

The results of measurements from Ref. [33] were used to
estimate the relative contribution of each term in expression
(3.9) to the overall flicker noise at a frequency of 10 Hz and
current I0 � 0:45 mA (curve 1 in Fig. 11). It was found that
the contribution of the first term (equilibrium fluctuations of
resistance R0) was 39.5%, compared with 60% of the second
one (nonequilibrium fluctuations of coefficient R1� whereas
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Figure 10. Temperature dependence of F � SV, where SV is the 1=f 2 noise
PSD, for an Al/Si(1%) film at current j � 3:4 MA cmÿ2 in the Arrhenius

coordinates [14].
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the contribution of the third term fluctuations (R2-related
nonequilibrium fluctuations) was only 0.5%. In other words,
the largest contribution to flicker-noise PSD was made by
fluctuations of coefficient R1 by the quadratic term in
expression (3.7). The contribution of the term R1I0 to film
resistance (3.2) at current I0 � 0:45 mA did not exceed 1%
[33].

Figure 12 shows frequency dependences of fluctuation SD
of noise amplitudemodulation for the secondm1 and thirdm2

harmonics (curves 1 and 2, respectively) measured in a
sinusoidal current through a sample with an amplitude
I0 � 0:45 mA and the frequency dependence of relative

flicker-noise PSD S measured in a direct current
I0 � I1 � 0:45 mA (curve 3) [27]. The magnitude of noise
amplitude modulation m1 and m2 and relative flicker-noise
PSD S� f � measured in a direct current are defined by the
following expressions:

m1 � SU2
� f �

U 2
2

; m2 � SU3
� f �

U 2
3

; S� f � � SV� f �
V 2

0

:

Here, U2 and U3 are the amplitudes of the second and the
third harmonics, respectively, and V0 is constant voltage:
V0 � I0R, where R is the film resistance.

It follows from Fig. 12 that the magnitude of noise
amplitude modulation of the second harmonic m1 induced
by fluctuations of coefficient R1 in expression (3.2) (the
coefficient by the quadratic term of CVC) is six orders of
magnitude larger than the relative fluctuation level of
constant voltage V0 at a given direct current equal to the
sinusoidal current amplitude of 0.45 mA.

One cause of quadratic nonlinearity in metal films can be
the overbarrier mechanism of conduction through thin oxide
interlayers at crystallite boundaries (Schottky emission) [29,
30]. In metal films showing a high affinity to oxygen, thin
oxide interlayers (� 1 nm) are likely to develop at grain
boundaries due to the capture of oxygen molecules by the
film in the course of condensation leading to the isolation of
individual grains. This in turn results in the development of
overbarrier conduction contributing to the overall conduc-
tion of the film, the appearance of CVC quadratic nonlinear-
ity, a further increase of cubic nonlinearity, and the genera-
tion of nonequilibrium conduction fluctuations. Under these
conditions, NEFN is manifest as fluctuations of coefficients
R1 and R2 in expression (3.2).

As shown in [27], the dependence of the second harmonic
amplitude U2 on the test signal voltage amplitude U1 plotted
in coordinates flgU2, U

0:5
1 g is linear for the films included in

the study. This suggests that the observedCVCnonlinearity is
indeed due to the overbarrier emission current [30] while
fluctuations of coefficient R1 in (3.2) are most probably
related to fluctuations of potential barrier heights at grain
boundaries. Modulation of the potential barrier heights is
believed to be involved in the development of 1=f noise in
many physical systems, e.g., in MIS structures during tunnel
transport of carriers through a dielectric [67, 68].

These experimental findings indicate that the develop-
ment of NEFN in Mo films deposited at a low condensation
rate is due to heterogeneous inclusions in the bulk of the film
in the form of thin oxide interlayers at grain boundaries that
support nonmetallic (activation) conduction mechanisms.

6. Nonequilibrium flicker noise in thin-film
contacts

6.1 Test samples for separating flicker noise in film
contacts measured in direct current
It should be borne in mind that flicker noise of a film resistor
measured at a given direct current is determined by the
intrinsic noise of the film and contacts with it. Each of these
1=f noise sources may be either equilibrium or nonequili-
brium and of different magnitude.

In Ref. [13], the bulk noise of a resistive Ni/Cr layer and
the noise of Al contacts were separated by using two types of
samples having resistive layers of different length l (l1 and l2)
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I1 � 0:45 mA and of relative flicker-noise PSD in a direct current

I0 � I1 � 0:45 mA (curve 3) for aMo film deposited atwc � 1 nm sÿ1 [27].
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but an identical thickness h andwidth b of the conducting film
(different square numbers n& � l=b) with two contact
surfaces Sc (Fig. 13). Measurements of 1=f noise PSD SV1

and SV2 for the two types of samples at the same current were
used to calculate 1=f noise PSD of a single film contact Sc and
1=f noise PSD in one square of the conducting layer Sb based
on expressions [13]

SV1 � Sb1 � 2Sc ; SV2 � Sb2 � 2Sc ; �6:1�
where Sb1 and Sb2 are defined through the square numbers of
film samples n&1 � l1=b1 and n&2 � l2=b2, with n&1 and n&2

being film square numbers in Figs 13a and 13b, respectively.
Also, Sb1 � n&1Sb and Sb2 � n&2Sb.

The results of 1=f noise PSD SV1 and SV2 measurements
were used to find noise PSD of resistive film Sb and contact Sc

from formula (6.1). By employing test structures depicted in
Fig. 13, it was possible to distinguish the noise of the resistive
Ni/Cr layer and Al contacts [13]. It was shown that the FN
profile of film contacts was similar to that of strictly 1=f noise;
its level depended on the current but was independent of the
resistance of the layer.

Usually, the noise of a single contact is smaller than that of
the resistor (e.g., it was less than 10% for Ni/Cr resistors with
Al contacts in [13]). Therefore, it can not be always measured
with the use of the test structures shown in Fig. 13. In such
cases, a special test structure is fabricated for measuring Sc

with a sufficiently large number N of identical serial-
connected film contacts, and its noises are compared with
the noises of a homogeneous film of the same material and
length but having only two contacts [69].

In Ref. [31], contact noises were separated using the test
structure schematically represented in Fig. 14. Resistors (a)
and (b) were placed on one substrate but had different square
numbers n1 and n2 and contained two and four film contacts,
respectively.

Let us use the following notation: SV1 and SV2 for noise
PSD in the structures depicted in Figs 14a and 14b,
respectively; Sc for noise PSD of a single contact in resistors
at the same current densities through the contact at b � const;
N1, N2 for contact numbers in the structures in Figs 14a and
14b, respectively; Sb1 for 1=f noise PSD in one square of the
resistive film for structures (a) and (b) at identical current
densities; n1 and n2 for the square numbers of the resistive film
in structures (a) and (b) (n1 � a1=b, n2 � 2a2=b); and t1 and t2
for the contact number to square number ratio in structures
(a) and (b) (t1 � N1=n1, t2 � N2=n2). In the general case,
assuming the absence of a correlation between excess noises in
the resistive film and contacts for structures with N1 and N2,
there is a system of equations for noise PSD in resistive
structures:

SV1 � N1Sc � n1Sb1 ; SV2 � N2Sc � n2Sb1 : �6:2�

Solution of (6.2) for Sc and Sb1 yields the following
expressions for noise PSD of a single contact:

Sc � n1SV2 ÿ n2SV1

n1n2�t2 ÿ t1� �6:3�

and for noise PSD of one square of the resistive film,

Sb1 � N1SV2 ÿN2SV1

n1n2�t1 ÿ t2� : �6:4�

It has been shown in studies [31, 40] using the test
structures of Fig. 14 that 1=f noise levels in tantalum film
contacts of resistors manufactured by different technologies
differ by more than four orders of magnitude. In such metal
contacts, FN is not significantly stronger than in the resistor
only if both are produced in one technological circuit, i.e.,
without depressurizing of the vacuum chamber after the
deposition of the resistive layer.

6.2 Results of investigations into nonequilibrium flicker
noise and nonlinearity of CVC in film contacts of resistors
The contribution of contacts to CVC nonlinearity and 1=f
noise PSD was evaluated using commercial tantalum nitride
thin-layer resistors [31, 40, 70, 71]. CVC nonlinearity of the
contacts was determined by measuring amplitudes of the
second and third harmonics of the signal-response under
harmonic test influence [70] or by measuring voltage
fluctuations of the constant component UC of the sample's
signal-response produced by the excitation of the film
sample by a rectangular current pulse train [71] (see
Sections 4.2 and 4.3).

NEFN in contacts was examined in [31, 40] over the
frequency range from 20 Hz to 1 kHz by measuring the SD of
voltage fluctuations of the constant component UC in a film
resistor subjected to rectangular current pulses of varying
amplitude Vp with period T � 8 ms and duration tp � 1 ms.
Themeasuring error did not exceed 20%.Moreover, 1=f noise
PSD was measured at direct current I0. 1=f noise at current I0
was compared with that at the pulsed current. For measuring
noise PSD, the constant voltage on the resistorV0 � RI0 (R is

Sc Sb1
Sc

a

Sc Sb2
Sc

b

Figure 13. Resistors with different film square numbers designed to

separate contact and film noises [13].

Cu CuTaxNy

ab

a1

bb

a2 a2

Figure 14. Resistors with different numbers of film squares and contacts

designed to separate contact and resistive film noises [31].
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the sample resistance) was chosen to equal the pulse
amplitude, i.e., V0 � Vp.

6.2.1 Description of test resistors. For the study of NEFN
development mechanisms in resistive layers and contacts, 1=f
noise was examined in thin-layer resistors obtained by
different methods of film deposition and contact formation.
The samples studied are briefly described below.

Resistive films were fabricated by magnetron sputtering
of a tantalum target onto glass ceramics in an argon-nitrogen
(10%) mixture at various deposition rates [30]. In all cases,
equal gas pressure was maintained at �7ÿ10� � 10ÿ2 Pa. The
deposition rate was modulated by varying voltage on the
target, with simultaneous monitoring of its ion current Iion.
The substrate temperature during the deposition of the
resistive layer was chosen to be 350 �C.

The study included thin-film resistors of four types.
Regardless of the type, resistive films of all samples had
surface resistivity of 100� 10 O&ÿ1. Contacts with the
resistive layer were formed from copper films of width
hCu � 1 mm with a chromium sublayer (for better adhesion).
Metallic layers were deposited by the thermal evaporation
technique in a vacuum under residual gas pressure in the
chamber below 7� 10ÿ4 Pa.

Samples of types 1 and 2 differed in terms of deposition
rates of the resistive layer. The deposition lasted 6 min 40 s at
the current Iion � 1:5 A through the target for type 1 samples
(high deposition rate) and 52 min at Iion � 0:3 A for type 2
samples (low deposition rate).

In samples of types 3 and 4, conditions for the formation
of the resistive film were chosen to be identical and ensured
the lowest flicker-noise level [72]. For this purpose, a two-
layer structure was fabricated in which the resistive film was
formed in two stages, that is, the first layer was deposited for
9 min at the current 1.2 A and the second one for 10 min at
Iion � 0:3 A.

A distinctive feature of type 4 samples was the formation
of both the resistive layer and the contacts in one technolo-
gical circuit without depressurizing the vacuum chamber, that
is, the film deposition was followed within 3 min by the
deposition of the chromium sublayer and then of the copper
layer.

The copper layer being formed, samples of all types were
annealed in a vacuum at 350 �C for 30 min to stabilize their
structure [73] and reduce the 1=f noise level. After that,
copper, nickel, and gold layers of thicknesses hCu � 5 mm,
hNi � 0:5 mm, and hAu � 2 mm, respectively, were success-
fully deposited by electrodeposition technology.

The test structures shown in Fig. 14 were used to evaluate
the contribution of contacts to CVC nonlinearity of resistors
and separate contact 1=f noise from the total noise power of
the resistors. The film square number in structures (a) and (b)
was n1 � 25 and n2 � 10, respectively. The geometric size of
the samples was as follows: length a1 � 2500 mm and
a2 � 500 mm, width b � 100 mm.

6.2.2 Experimental results. Figure 15 shows frequency
dependences of 1=f noise PSD for one square of the resistive
layer Sb in four types of resistors; 1=f noise PSD values for a
single film contact Sc at frequency f � 130 Hz and at direct
current I0 � 6 mA are presented in the table.

It can be seen from Fig. 15 that the highest 1=f noise level
occurred in type one samples in which the resistive layer was
obtained at a high deposition rate. In these structures, NEFN

of the contacts was comparable with that of the resistive film
(see the table).

It follows from the table that 1=f noise PSD of type 1 film
contacts was more than 104 times higher than that of type 4
samples. Depending on manufacturing technology, the
contribution of contact 1=f noise to the total resistor noise
was either comparable with the FN level of the resistive film
or exceeded it. However, the contact 1=f noise in high-quality
film resistors was negligible compared with the noise level in
the resistive film.

In type 2 structures with the resistive layer formed by the
low-rate deposition technique, the contact 1=f noise proved to
be significantly weaker than the noise of the resistive film and
could not be separated by measuring at direct current in the
test structures shown in Fig. 14. For this reason, none-
quilibrium 1=f g noise in the contacts in type 2 samples was
studied in Ref. [40] under pulse test influence. The results of
1=f noise measurements under pulse influence were compared
with flicker-noise measurements in a direct current with
voltage V0 � Vp � 5 V on the sample.

Studies [31, 40] revealed significant difference between
EFN and NEFN levels for type 2 film resistors. Specifically,
equilibrium FN PSD measured at a frequency of 10 Hz and
constant voltage V0 � 5 V was more than 1000 times higher
than nonequilibrium FN PSDmeasured at pulse voltage with
amplitude Vp � V0 � 5 V. At V0 4 5 V, the contribution of
nonequilibrium fluctuations in contact conduction to the
total FN of the resistor was insignificant. At the same time,
relative SD of voltage fluctuations of the constant component
SN � SU=U

2
C at 10 Hz (NEFN) was three orders of
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Figure 15.Frequency dependences of 1=f noise PSD in TaxNy films. Curve

1Ð for type 1 samples, curve 2Ð for type 2 samples, curve 3Ð for types

3 and 4 samples [31]; I0 � 6 mA.

Table. 1=f noise PSD values for a single film contact of Ta film-based
resistors at frequency f � 130 Hz and direct current I0 � 6 mA [40].

Sample type 1 2 3 4

Sc � 1016, V2 Hzÿ1 3500 <100 4 0.32
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magnitude higher than the relative SD of EFN SE � SV=V
2
0

measured in direct current (Fig. 16), indicating a high degree
of noise amplitude modulation of constant voltage compo-
nent UC.

It follows from Fig. 16b that nonequilibrium 1=f noise
PSD of the contacts shows frequency dependence in accor-
dance with the 1=f g law with the spectrum shape exponent
g � 0.7 ± 0.9, whereas for the EFN spectrum measured in
direct current, the exponent g � 1 ± 1.2 [31, 34].

The above results suggest a different physical nature of the
mechanisms of EFN produced at a given direct current
through the resistive film (when the contribution of the
NEFN component at V0 4 5 V is negligibly small) and of
NEFN generated upon the excitation of the sample by a
sequence of rectangular current pulses (voltage fluctuations
of the constant component).

At a relatively small density of direct current through the
sample ( j0 < 105 A cmÿ2), the EFN level in a resistive film is
largely determined by equilibrium resistance fluctuations, i.e.,
the term R0�t� in the expression for CVC (3.4). Voltage
fluctuations of the constant component (NEFN) are related
to fluctuations of the nonlinear part of resistanceN�I; t� in the
expression for CVC (3.4) and especially to fluctuations of the
coefficient R1�t� in expansion (3.2). Coefficient R1 gives
quadratic nonlinearity of CVC resulting from contact
nonlinearity as demonstrated experimentally in Refs [70, 71].

CCV components created by the nonlinearity of the
contacts and the resistive layer were separated in Ref. [71]. It
turned out that in type 2 samples the main contribution to
CCV, hence to resistor NEFN, was made by resistive film
contacts. CVC nonlinearity of the same resistors was studied
in Ref. [70] by the method of harmonic test influence on the
sample (see Section 4.2). The test structures depicted in Fig. 14
were used to separate components of cubic and quadratic
nonlinearity of CVC in the resistive layer and contacts from
the total resistor nonlinearity. It was found that the resistive
layer was largely characterized by cubic CVC nonlinearity,
whereas quadratic nonlinearity predominates in the contacts.

Figure 17 shows plots of the amplitudes of the third
harmonic of the signal-response for one square of the
resistive film (a) and of the second harmonic of the signal-
response of contact unit (b) versus test-signal voltage U1 for
different types of resistors [70]. The highest levels of
nonlinearity (Fig. 17a) and 1=f noise (see Fig. 15) were
characteristic of the resistive layer obtained by the high rate
deposition technique (type 1 samples). The physical mechan-

ism of cubic CVC nonlinearity of the resistive layer in type
1 samples is supposed to be associated with the creation and
annihilation of vacancies [8]. This suggestion is confirmed by
the experimentally observed high levels of 1=f noise and
voltage of the third harmonic of the signal-response in these
samples and lower levels of these parameters in type 2 samples
fabricated at a small deposition rate of the resistive layer.
During its condensation on the substrate in type 1 samples
obtained at a high deposition rate, vacancies have no time to
emerge at the condensation front on the film surface (because
of the low diffusion speed) and prove to be bricked up in the
bulk of the condensate [74]. In the course of aging and
exploitation of the resistor, these vacancies tend to coalesce,
giving rise to micropores and cavities near which current
density is enhanced. Concurrently formed local overheating
zones are the sites of subsequent film destruction.

Levels of contact unit nonlinearity with respect to the
second harmonic in the samples under study are also
significantly different over the entire range of test-signal
voltage U1 (Fig. 17b). The CVC nonlinearity level of the
contacts in the second harmonic is the most sensitive
parameter that characterizes contact site quality [70].
Contact of type 1 resistors obtained at a high condensation
rate exhibit the highest levels of both nonlinearity and 1=f
noise.

As the fundamental frequency voltage on the resistor
grows, the amplitudes of the second and third harmonics
increase. As shown in [70], when the first harmonic amplitude
U1 � 10 V, the levels of the second and the third harmonics of
the contact's signal response are greater bymore than a factor
of ten than the level of nonlinearity of a single square in the
resistive film for all types of samples studied. The contribu-
tion of the contact transient resistance to the structure's total
resistance for one square of the resistive film is less than 0.5%.
In other words, at a relatively high current, contacts canmake
a significant contribution to quadratic and cubic CVC
nonlinearity and NEFN, despite their relatively small con-
tribution to resistor resistance.

6.2.3 Temperature dependence. Ref. [75] reports measure-
ments of 1=f noise PSD in tantalum thin-film resistors over
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the temperature range from 300 to 400 K at a given direct
current through the sample (EFN) and of spectral density of
voltage fluctuations of the constant component under pulse
influence on the sample atVp � V0 � 5 V (NEFN). The EFN
level has been shown to increase and NEFN to decrease with
rising temperature. The decrease of NEFN is attributable to
the lowering of transient resistance of film contacts with a rise
in temperature while the increase of EFNwith temperature to
the activation of mobile defects in the crystal lattice
(vacancies) of the resistive film (see Section 2.2). These
results indicate that the mechanisms of EFN and NEFN
generation in thin-film resistors and film contacts are of
different physical natures.

6.2.4 Effect of annealing on the 1/f noise in élm contacts. The
effect of annealing on FN in Ti ±Al and V ±Al thin-film
contacts was investigated in Ref. [76]. The condensation
temperature was chosen to be 390 K. Further annealing was
performed at 520 K for 15 min. Prior to the annealing,
g � 2ÿ3 for contact FN compared with g � 1ÿ1:2 for
homogeneous titanium and vanadium films. After the
annealing, g for Me1 ±Me2 film contacts became close to
unity. Enhanced g values for untreated contacts suggest the
presence of a nonequilibrium 1=f g noise component related to
the elevated concentration of excess vacancies in the contact
unit area.

6.2.5 Physical mechanisms of NEFN generation in film
contacts. The appearance of NEFN in film contacts of the
resistive layer-Me or Me1 ±Me2 is first and foremost related
to the properties of interfaces, specifically to gas adsorption
and subsequent oxidation of the interface between conduct-
ing layers during the manufacturing and storage of the
resistor.

One of the possible causes of CVC nonlinearity and
NEFN in contacts may be the overbarrier or tunnel
mechanism of conduction [29, 30] through a thin oxide layer
formed at the interface between conducting layers. The
overbarrier and tunnel mechanisms of conduction are
responsible for the appearance of quadratic and the increase
of cubic CVC nonlinearities and for NEFN generation. The
NEFNmechanism in film contactsmay be due to fluctuations
in the height of the potential barrier at the interface between
conducting layers during the overbarrier or tunnel transport
of carriers. In the case of low-quality contacts, this type of
fluctuations may play a decisive role in generating resistor
NEFN.When the resistive layer and contacts are deposited in
one technological circuit, no oxide interlayer is formed at the
resistive layer-metal film interface. Under these conditions,
quadratic and cubic nonlinearity levels, as well as NEFN of
the contacts, are at their lowest.

Besides NEFN produced by the mechanisms of over-
barrier and tunnel emission, film contacts also exhibit
NEFN induced by the creation and annihilation of excess
vacancies in the contact zone (see Section 5.1).

7. Nonequilibrium flicker noise
due to thermodynamic nonequilibrium
of film structure and external influences

This type of NEFN arises in conducting films of different
materials when their crystalline structure is not in thermo-
dynamic equilibrium (e.g., in freshly fabricated films) or was
disequilibrated by an external impact (e.g., deformation or

irradiation). The presence of unstable defects in a film leads to
its instability. Its structure becomes regular with time under
the effect of ambient temperature or electrical current that
cause the free energy of the film-substrate system to fall.
During this process, the number of defects in the film
decreases in compliance with the exponential law [73] leading
to a slow irreversible reduction in film resistance and
generation of NEFN. In the general case, this noise is a
nonstationary one. The relaxation time of the process varies
in a very broad range. The effect of an electrical load or
elevated temperature on the conducting film results in a
decreased relaxation time and more rapid stabilization of
film resistance. A change of resistance R by DR for a certain
time t determines an important film characteristic, its stability
DR=R.

Stability of film elements is sometimes enhanced bymeans
of artificial aging under effect of thermal treatment (anneal-
ing) in a vacuum or in the atmosphere of an inert gas at a
temperature of 550 ± 650 K, i.e., much higher than working
temperatures. After the annealing, the film structure becomes
stable in time because thermal fluctuations of the lattice at
room temperature can not substantially shift the defects that
escaped annealing at a higher temperature. This accounts for
a lower 1=f noise level (usually EFN) in annealed films.

For NEFN associated with a thermodynamically none-
quilibrium structure, exponent g specifying the shape of the
spectrum is as a rule high and may reach g � 2ÿ3.

7.1 NEFN caused by natural aging and annealing of metal
films
Time-dependent changes of 1=f noise PSD in naturally aging
Al films obtained at room temperature Tc � 300 K were
studied in Refs [45, 77]. Similar studies of Cr films deposited
onto glass ceramics at a condensation temperature
Tc � 400 K are reported in Refs [78, 79] and at an optimal
temperature Tc � 470 K ensuring the lowest 1=f noise level in
Ref. [80]. In all these cases, 1=f noise PSD exponentially
decreased with time, with a time constant t0 characteristic of
the annealing of structural point microdefects [73]. For
example, for Al films, t0 � 5 min [77], and practically all
defects with the low activation energy were annealed for
30 min. Annealing of nonequilibrium structural defects in a
metal film resulted in a high level of nonstationary NEFN.

Aging of Cr films was accompanied by a decrease of g [78].
Measurements taken immediately after the fabrication of Cr
films gave g � 2:5ÿ3. It decreased to 0.7 ± 1.2 within 30 ±
45 min after placing the samples in a vacuum (NEFN energy
spectrum inRef. [78] wasmeasured during time t5 trel, where
trel is the NEFN relaxation time). Higher g values character-
ized more nonequilibrium condensates with a higher concen-
tration of excess vacancies.

It has been shown in Ref. [78] that the 1=f noise level in
aging chromium films decreases in parallel with a reduction of
intrinsic mechanical stresses and resistivity. The lowering of
macrostresses in the course of annealing chromium films
suggests that the condensate's specific volume in these
samples increases due to coalescence of vacancies into
complexes or closed micro- and submicropores. Because the
micropore volume equals the sum of atomic volumes, and the
volume of the same number of isolated vacancies is roughly
two times smaller, the condensate's specific volume increases,
leading to weaker mechanical stresses [74].

The results of aging and annealing studied on metal films
indicate that they contain mobile defects with different
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activation energies annealed at different temperatures and
during different time periods. Annealing of films at tempera-
tures higher than the condensation temperature causes an
abatement of FN due to a reduced concentration of excess
vacancies or other defects in the bulk of the condensate.
Defects contributing to FN in metal and alloy films were
identified in [66]. They proved to be vacancies and disloca-
tions. Annealing resulted in a quasi-equilibrium concentra-
tion of microdefects that persisted in time or changed very
slowly at temperatures below the annealing temperature. 1=f
noise in annealed metal films was either stationary or quasi-
stationary. Low current density was associated with EFN.

7.2 Radiation-induced NEFN in metal films
Metal films subjected to irradiation develop additional
nonequilibrium structural defects. Such defects may sponta-
neously disappear from the crystal lattice during the subse-
quent storage of the films. The relaxation time for defects with
low and high activation energies is a few minutes and many
months, respectively. Annealing at an elevated temperature
results in a faster removal of defects from the crystal lattice
and generation of nonstationary NEFN.

Studies [81, 82] concerned effects of annealing-induced
defects on 1=f noise PSD in Al films over a temperature range
from 10 to 300 K. The defects were created by irradiating the
films with fast electrons of energy 1 MeV and fluence
3:7� 1023 e/m2 at 10 K. The irradiated samples experienced
a six-fold rise in the noise level and a 25% increase in
resistance. Isochronic annealing of the samples for 600 s,
with the temperature gradually rising from 10 to 300 K,
resulted in the recovery of the initial 1=f noise level and
resistance at 200K. The authors' explanation of this finding is
that annealing decreased the number of mobile defects in the
films irradiated with fast electrons.

Film irradiation induces defects with different activation
energies, hence with different annealing temperatures. Based
on the Dutta ±Horn model [5], the authors of Ref. [82]
received the distribution function for the activation energy
of defects D�Ea� in irradiated and unirradiated samples. For
the latter, the distribution functionD�Ea� had its largest value
in an energy range of approximately 0.2 ± 0.9 eV. These
defects were associated with the development of EFN in the
films. Following irradiation and subsequent annealing at
105 K, the function D�Ea� proved to be uniform over an
energy range from hundredths of electron volts to 0.15 eV.
The annealing temperature of induced defects in Al films with
such a low activation energy was below 200 K. These defects
were responsible for NEFN in a temperature range between
10 K and 100 K.

Results similar to those in Refs [81, 82] were received by
Pelz and Clarke [83] in a study concerned with the effect of
induced defects on nonequilibrium 1=f noise PSD in copper
films.

The effect of g-radiation on the 1=f noise level in niobium
films was evaluated in Ref. [45]. Noise PSD was possible to
measure at room temperature because the activation energy
of induced microdefects in Nb films was higher than in Al [82]
or Cu [83] films. Studies reported in Ref. [45] demonstrated a
rise in the 1=f noise level following irradiation of Nb films due
to the development of additional defects in the crystal lattice
(Fig. 18, curve 2). After the current-induced annealing of the
sample, the 1=f noise magnitude decreased to approximately
that in the unirradiated sample (curve 3) even though it
remained slightly higher than the initial NF (curve 1) due to

the persistence of additional radiation-induced structural
microdefects.

To summarize, irradiation ofmetal films with high-energy
particles gives rise to a nonequilibrium nonstationary 1=f
noise component in their FN associated with excessive
induced microstructural defects (largely vacancies and dis-
locations [66]), the level of which depends on their concentra-
tion, while NEFN relaxation time is determined by the
activation energy of the induced defects.

7.3 Strain-induced NEFN in conductors
Of special interest are direct experiments designed to study
the effects of controlled mechanical stresses caused by
external forces on the level and characteristics of 1=f noise in
metal films because such stresses may be conducive to the
development of nonequilibrium 1=f g noise.

Fleetwood andGiordano observed a rise of about a factor
of ten in1=f noise upon deformation of platinum, gold, silver,
lead, and tin films deposited onto glass and elastic substrates
[84]. Removal of the external strain caused noise relaxation to
smaller levels for a period of a few hours to several months,
although the resulting noise magnitude remained higher than
the initial one (prior to deformation). The authors ascribed
the observed experimental effects to the creation and
annihilation of structural microdefects. It may be supposed
that film samples in these experiments underwent plastic
deformation. Also, it was shown in Ref. [84] that 1=f noise
in films on elastic substrates was less stable than in films on
glass. It should be noted that mechanical stresses applied to
the films on elastic substrates in the above experiments were
stronger than those on glass.

Quantitative studies of the effect of externally induced
controlled mechanical stresses on the 1=f noise levels and
characteristics in metal films were carried out in [78, 79, 85].
Used in [78, 79] were chromium films on glass and in [85]
aluminium films on a PM-1 elastic polyimide substrate.
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Figure 18. Plots of relative 1=f noise SD versus direct current density for
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Tensile and compressive stresses were generated in
chromium films by bending a console-fixed substrate [8, 78,
79]. Tensile stress developed when the external bending force
was applied to the free end of the substrate perpendicular to
its plane from the side occupied by the deposited film. The
same force was applied from the opposite side to raise the
compressive stress. Displacement of the unfixed end of the
substrate with the film was used as a measure of the relative
deformation and for calculating the mechanical stress in the
elastic strain region by Hooke's formula.

Figure 19 shows frequency dependences of 1=f noise PSD
for a chromium film at different mechanical stresses in the
elastic strain region [78]. Curve 1 corresponds to internal
mechanical stresses s0 � 108 Pa (in the absence of an external
force). Increasingmean tensile stress from s � s0 � 108 Pa to
s � 3 � 108 Pa causes an approximate 1000-fold reversible
rise in the magnitude of 1=f noise PSD at 10 Hz while the
exponent g increases from 1 to 2.5. The removal of the
external bending force results in the recovery of 1=f g noise
PSD in the elastic strain region to its initial level depicted by
curve 1 in Fig. 19, without the application of an external force.
Film resistance in this strain region also undergoes a
reversible 0.5 ± 1% increase. In films with a relative deforma-
tion e5 0:4% in the elastic strain region, irreversible changes
of both FN level and resistance occur [79].

It should be borne inmind that the bending of the console-
fixed film-coated substrate creates a mechanical stress
gradient along the film, giving rise to a vacancy level
gradient. The resultant diffuse flux of vacancies along the
mechanical stress gradient promotes stress relaxation and,
consequently, a decrease in the film's free energy [58, 59]. This
can probably account for such a large increase of the NEFN
level and exponent g with increasing mechanical stress for the
Cr films studied in Ref. [78].

In Al films on an elastic polyimide substrate, there was
also an approximate 30-fold increase in the 1=f noise PSD at
20 Hz with increasing (from 0 to 1:2� 108 Pa) tensile
mechanical stresses created by an external tensile force and
uniformly distributed along the film length [85]. Simulta-
neously, the exponent g increased over the same mechanical
stress range from 1.1 to 1.7.

It should be noted that an enhanced internal mechanical
stress in aluminium and chromium films manufactured by
different technologies also leads to a rise in the 1=f noise PSD
level and the exponent g [86, 87].

Interesting results were obtained by subjecting metal
conductors to heat cycles [14]. Specifically, thermocycles
induced sharp (several microohms) microfluctuations in the
sample's resistance. This phenomenon, termed resistance
fluctuations in Ref. [14], appears to be associated with the
creation and annihilation of dislocations due to the high heat-
induced thermal stress level in the film as a result of dissimilar
coefficients of linear thermal expansion of film and substrate
materials [30].

Study [88] is focused on the effect of mechanical stresses
created by an external tensile force on 1=f noise in carbon
fibers 6 mm in diameter and 10 cm in length and having a
resistance of 41.3 kO. The fibres were subjected to a variety of
deforming stresses, from elastic to plastic strains. 1=f noise
PSD was found to increase approximately 20-fold upon a rise
in tensile stress from 0 to 2:5� 1010 Pa, whereas the fiber
resistance increased only by a few percent. The removal of the
stress resulted in a four-fold rise in the FN level above the
initial one. This irreversible change in the FN magnitude was
in all probability due to plastic deformation of the crystal
lattice in carbon fibers.

To conclude, the foregoing experimental results indicate
that mechanical stresses induced by an external force in metal
films and other conductors give rise to nonequilibrium 1=f g

noise related to an elevated concentration of nonequilibrium
defects, e.g., vacancies, in metals. In the elastic strain region,
this NEFN may be stationary, provided the nonequilibrium
defect level in the film remains constant in time. Nonuniform
mechanical stresses along the conducting film produce a high
NEFN level due to vacancy diffusion along the mechanical
stress gradient.

8. Nondestructive quality control
of film conductors, resistors,
and contacts by measuring flicker noise

8.1 Forecasting electromigration stability of thin films
from 1/f noise
In Ref. [89], a method was proposed to forecast stability of
thin Al films experiencing EM damage based on the
evaluation of equilibrium 1=f noise generated by the
vacancy mechanism. The method arose from the results of
an experiment that showed an enhanced 1=f noise in fine-
grained Al films [62]. Specifically, an approximate two-fold
decrease in the mean grain size brought about an increase in
the 1=f noise level by three orders of magnitude; comparison
of grain size distribution curves revealed that this increase
was associated with the rise in the relative number of small
grains (dav 4 50 nm). Also, it was known that [58] the
median time to a failure due to EM for fine-grained Al
films was smaller than that for coarse-grained ones. Based
on this knowledge, the authors of Ref. [89] used measure-
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ments of equilibrium 1=f noise PSD to assess the EM
stability of metal films.

Equilibrium FN PSD displays activation temperature
dependence with the activation energy equaling the vacancy
formation energy Ev (see Section 2.2), which can be found
from the temperature dependence of 1=f noise PSD.However,
the median time to failure t50 of thin-layer conductors tested
for EM stability is defined by the relation [58, 59]

t50 � A jÿn exp
�
Ea

kT

�
; �8:1�

where proportionality coefficient A is a conductor's char-
acteristic depending on the film material, structure, and
geometry. Exponent n � 1 at small current densities
j4 105 A cmÿ2 and increases with them, usually taking
values from 1 to 5 [59].

It is known [20, 21] that the vacancy mechanism of
diffusion plays the key role in metals, and the activation
energy of self-diffusion Ea in expression (8.1) is the sum of the
activation energies involved in vacancy formation Ev and
migration Em, i.e.,

Ea � Ev � Em :

The activation energy of atomic self-diffusion Ea decreases in
parallel with the vacancy formation energy Ev. Simulta-
neously, the 1=f noise level increases in accordance with
(2.7) and (2.8). Energy Ev in fine-grained films is smaller
than in coarse-grained ones, which means a lower activation
energy Ea for the former. It is this fact that allows EM
stability of metal films to be evaluated from the EFN level.

However, EFNmeasurements can not be used to estimate
the activation energy of self-diffusion of metallic atoms Ea,
which enters expression (8.1) for the median time to failure
t50. Moreover, such measurements prove unsuitable for
forecasting EM stability of high-quality metal films with a
low concentration of mobile defects. These films exhibit, at a
relatively low current density, equilibrium 1=f noise arising
from fluctuations in the mobility of charge carriers upon
electron scattering by acoustic phonons as described by the
Hooge formula (2.1).

Many works published to date have exposed the relation-
ship between the EM stability of thin metal films and
nonequilibrium 1=f 2 noise levels [12 ± 14, 44, 60]. The results
reported are sometimes different because the film samples
used in these studies have different properties. Nevertheless,
these works reveal certain common features. The observed
relationship between the median time to failure and the EM
1=f 2 noise level is due to the enhanced 1=f 2 noise in samples
with a higher density of defects that act as vacancy sources
(sinks) [20] and therefore modulate EM stability of the films
[58, 59]. Chen and colleagues [90] confirmed in direct
experiments that Al films with an elevated excess noise have
a smaller median time to failure. Also, Neri et al [12] used
temperature dependences of nonequilibrium EM 1=f 2 noise
to calculate the activation energy for Al films and found it to
be 0.67 eV. It corresponded to the activation energy of
vacancy diffusion along grain boundaries and fell in the
range of values obtained by different methods.

In experiments like those described in the preceding
paragraph [12 ± 14], measurements are made at high current
and temperature loads to ensure that nonequilibrium 1=f 2

noise PSD exceeds the total FN of a film sample at a given
direct current. Measurements in direct current usually give

nonequilibrium 1=f 2 noise PSD higher than equilibrium 1=f
noise PSD (for which the exponent g � 1) only at very low
frequencies (on the order from a few milliherz to one herz).

For this reason, the methods described in Section 4 can be
recommended for EM 1=f 2 noise studies since they permit the
separation of nonequilibrium 1=f 2 noise from the total noise
power. When a method based on the measurement of
amplitude fluctuation spectra of signal-response harmonics
is employed, sinusoidal influence on the sample is sometimes
given along with high-density direct current [91]. In the
modern production of electronic devices and IMC, prefer-
ence should be given to pulse test influence on the sample [31]
as the technically simplest method.

In any case, results of nonequilibrium 1=f 2 noise PSD
measurement can be used for early detection of EM damages
to thin-film conductors when other methods are inefficient
[12, 66].

8.2 Quality control of film resistors based on 1/f noise
Today, FN measurements are used to predict the quality and
reliability of passive components of various electronic devices
and IMC, such as thin-layer conductors, contacts, and film
resistors. Analysis of published works indicates that in many
cases NEFN is by far the most informative quality parameter
compared with EFN, although this fact is not as a rule
specified. It is nonequilibrium (nonlinear) fluctuations that
carry information about disturbances in the crystal lattice of
solids and exhibit high sensitivity to latent defects.

By way of example, Sikula et al. [46, 92] undertook
diagnosis of various electronic devices by measuring low-
frequency noise with special reference to quality evaluation
and prediction of reliability of Ag/Pd and Ag paste-based
thick films from the FN level [46]. The authors report the
existence of a fundamental FN component having a strictly
1=f spectrum for which PSD S / I 20 and an excess noise
component with the 1=f g spectrum generated by defects.
For the samples with an excess noise component, exponent
g � 1:4 is used to detect structural imperfections in conduct-
ing films. This component is supposed to be NEFN.

At the same time, EFN produced in the course of creation
and annihilation of vacancies in metals is sometimes used to
evaluate not only EM stability of thin-layer conductors (see
the previous section) but also stability of contact systems and
film resistors. In the general case, however, EFN measure-
ments are insufficient to exercise nondestructive quality
control of IMC passive elements and evaluate their relia-
bility. Figure 20 illustrates a change in the 1=f noise energy
spectrum for two Ni/Cr resistors subjected to annealing at
current I0 � 3 mA and T � 520 K for 420 h [13]. It can be
seen that resistorsR1 andR2 had similar 1=f noise levels prior
to annealing. Afterwards, 1=f noise in resistorR1 increased by
two orders of magnitude and the resistance drift was 4%;
1=f noise in resistor R2 remained unaltered while the
resistance drift was less than 0.5%. These data suggest that
annealing resulted in serious damage to resistor R1 although
its 1=f noise was initially identical to that of resistor R2. This
study failed to forecast the stability of resistor R1 from
measurements of 1=f noise PSD prior to the annealing. It
may be supposed that the study measured the equilibrium
1=f noise of resistorsR1 andR2, which carries no information
about their quality.

Quality control of various electronic devices and passive
elements of IMC can be exercised simultaneously based on
CVC nonlinearity parameters and the 1=f noise level. For
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example, stability of Ag/Pd and Ag paste-based thick-film
resistors was evaluated from the level of 1=f fluctuations of
conduction and from the amplitude of the third harmonic of
the signal response. Generally speaking, diagnosis of elec-
tronic devices is possible based on parameters of quadratic,
cubic, and higher nonlinearities of CVC, and also on NEFN
levels, because all of them carry information about different
forms of latent defects in the crystal lattice of solid bodies.

8.3 New principles of flicker-noise spectroscopy.
The works of Timashev [94, 95] offer new possibilities for
obtaining information based on the analysis of chaotic time
series of dynamic variables that characterize evolution of
complex nonlinear systems (including natural ones) by means
of computer processing of previously digitized signals. This
method, known as flicker-noise spectroscopy (FNS), is
equally suitable for the analysis of electrical noises in various
physical systems. It consists of attaching informative impor-
tance to distinguishable irregularities (bursts, jumps, breaks
of derivatives of varying order) of dynamic variables. The
high informational value of FNS is due to the fact that
properties of each type of irregularity in any system
indicative of FN character and level can be deduced not
only from the analysis of noise PSD but also from the analysis
of diverse moments of various orders. For chaotic signals,
`passport parameters' derived from the comparison of general
phenomenological dependences and experimental data are
introduced. FNS can be used for the analysis of both
stationary and nonstationary random processes. The
method was verified by the analysis of dynamics of various
physico-chemical processes, e.g., voltage fluctuations in
electrochemical systems, and by the studies of solar activity
fluctuations [96, 97]. Unfortunately, there are still no
publications on the use of FNS for FN studies in conducting
films, resistors, contacts, and semiconductors.

9. Conclusions

Nonequilibrium flicker noise (NEFN) in conducting films
and contacts is closely related to nonlinear conduction
mechanisms. While equilibrium flicker noise (EFN) is
associated with fluctuations of resistance entering Ohm's
law (coefficient by the linear CVC term), fluctuations of
coefficients by nonlinear CVC terms produce nonequili-
brium 1=f g noise and can make the largest contribution to
the total 1=f noise power at high current density. Both the

level and the characteristics of these fluctuations in concrete
cases depend on the mechanisms of charge carrier transport
and dispersion.

Metal and alloy films have different mechanisms of
NEFN generation. Manifestation of individual mechanisms
depends on the film sample microstructure, measuring
conditions (current strength, temperature), and external
influences (deformation, irradiation, etc.). Metal films often
exhibit EFN with a 1=f-like spectrum and nonequilibrium
electromigration noise with a 1=f 2 spectrum simultaneously,
but the latter is in many cases manifested only at high current
loads and relatively low frequencies (fractions of a herz).

A variety of experimentally observed dependences of
flicker-noise PSD on current density, temperature, and
frequency are attributable to the difference in relative EFN
and NEFN contributions to the total noise power of the
sample. In metal films containing heterogeneous inclusions in
the form of thin dielectric layers along grain boundaries due
to an elevated content of gas contaminants, the contribution
of fluctuations of coefficients at nonlinear CVC terms to the
1=f noise level can predominate even at a relatively small
current density across the sample j < 104 A cmÿ2. The results
of 1=f noise studies in thin-film tantalum resistors indicate
that the main contribution to resistor NEFN is made by
contacts, while their contribution to resistance is insignif-
icant.

Both the degree of CVC nonlinearity and the none-
quilibrium 1=f g noise level carry information about latent
defects and damages in the crystal lattice of solid bodies. The
main types of defects responsible for CVC nonlinearity and
NEFN in conducting films and contacts include excess
vacancies, dislocations, various heterogeneous inclusions,
such as dielectric layers at the contact surface or in the bulk
of the film, local mechanical stresses, pores, and cracks,
responsible for the nonuniform film heating by the current.
This makes the degree of CVC nonlinearity and the none-
quilibrium 1=f g noise level informative quality parameters of
conducting films and contacts.

Methods for the study of nonequilibrium conduction
fluctuations in two-terminal networks with weak nonlinear-
ity described in the present review permit us to separate
NEFN from the total 1=f noise power (the method for
measuring amplitude fluctuation spectra of signal-response
harmonics under harmonic test influence on a sample and the
method for measuring voltage fluctuations of the constant
component of the sample's signal-response under pulse test
influence). The method for measuring NEFN in noninertial
two-pole devices under pulse test influence is highly sensitive
to latent defects. The methods described in the review may be
recommended for the study of fluctuation phenomena in
different types of passive noninertial two-terminal networks
in physical, physico-chemical, and biological systems.

With further improvement of IMC quality and manufac-
turing technologies for up-to-date electronic devices, the
amount of latent defects in these articles decreases. There-
fore, traditional methods of nondestructive quality control
and prediction of reliability of various types of electronic
appliances, even with the use of such an informative and
sensitive to latent defects parameter as 1=f noise measured
routinely at a given direct current through the sample,
become inefficient. Equilibrium flicker noise measurements
can be used for this purpose only in some cases. But it is only
NEFN that carries information about latent defects in
conducting films and contacts and can serve as a valuable
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Figure 20. Changes of relative 1=f noise PSD for two Ni/Cr film resistors

after annealing at T � 520 K for 420 h [13].
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indicator of their quality. NEFN can be used for nondestruc-
tive quality control in the modern production of conducting
and resistive films, contacts, interlayer transitions (vias) and
other structural elements of electronic devices and IMC.

At the same time, NEFN in conducting films and contacts
remains poorly known. No physical and mathematical
models have been proposed for the different types of NEFN
considered in this review, and its statistical properties remain
to be elucidated. Therefore, new methods to investigate
NEFN are needed, in addition to those described in the
review, for experimental studies of nonequilibrium flicker
fluctuations in conducting films (and traditional methods of
noise PSDmeasurement in direct current). One of them is the
aforementioned flicker-noise spectroscopy (FNS) that mea-
sures not only noise PSD but also diverse moments of various
orders. It is hoped that the application of this method to the
studies of nonequilibrium 1=f g noise in conducting films and
contacts will yield new data about its nature in these systems
and in solids at large.
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